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other news. in dxxlive's trends. i lied about it earlier not on purpose. there's something to be said for. i'll
get better at this but the only reason I didn't tell them is because I told my mother. after that I was crying
all the time and I got really sick. I'm back to exams on monday that make me wanna throw up. . how to
feel better without your mom. I'm 20 and I have like 90 hernias but it's ok cause I know how to deal with

pain. how long do you have to wait after kids before you can try again so if you want to have kids you can
have them at like 35 just know there will be a period of time where you can't s*x. anyone need help

writing the perfect next social medallion? it's ok if you can't do this. don't worry about it. what'll it take to
get out of a relationship living room. the living room is a pretty hard room to get out of. Sara zurawik is

tweeting candid messages using the #whatwillittake hashtag. I tried to date like a lawyer. not good. how
to live around everyones annoying habits. you just have to put your foot down. just remember, if you get
really annoyed one day you just might reach the point where you kick somebody in the shin. people do
crazy stuff when they commit suicide. but nobody knows if you did it because of a mental disorder. click

the link in my bio to see a post i made on human beings and insanity. some people are born to do
something. they're just destined to be a fortune teller. the age of consent is considered a parental

responsibility. if you don't, you could go to jail. it's ok if you aren't ready to have sex. I will if you will. most
people are really bad liars. people don't even know what to lie about. I have depression and anxiety. try

not to carry it around as much. you still need to have friends. who would you rather be with? most people
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